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Chinese Studies in the
Netherlands 2013-12-09
the netherlands have a long and proud history in
chinese studies this volume collects not only articles
that trace the historical development of chinese
studies in the netherlands from the middle of the
nineteenth century to the present and beyond but also
studies that deal with dutch research in specific
disciplines within chinese studies chinese studies in
the netherlands originated from the needs of the dutch
colonial administration in the dutch east indies but
developed a strong philological emphasis in the first
part of the twentieth century to turn increasingly
towards disciplinary research on modern and
contemporary china in the last few decades
contributors include leonard blussé maghiel van crevel
barend ter haar albert hoffstädt wilt idema mark
leenhouts oliver moore frank pieke and rint sybesma

Ecologies and Economies in
Medieval and Early Modern
Europe 2010-02-25
this book presents essays on current research in
medieval and early modern environmental history by
historians and social scientists in honor of richard c
hoffmann
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Brill’s Companion to Diet and
Logistics in Greek and Roman
Warfare 2023-12-04
the adage that an army marches on its stomach finds
renewed emphasis in this collection of essays focusing
on military diet and supply from homer through the
roman empire diet and logistics in greek and roman
warfare explains regional dietary options and
reassesses traditional notions of provisioning while
exploring topics ranging from strategy and subterfuge
to trade and terror through fresh insights drawn from
current research and excavation spanning the greco
roman world contributors confirm how providing food
and drink for soldiers was critical to every army s
success and survival this volume stimulates
reevaluation of ancient militaries and encourages new
research

Brill's Companion to the Study
of Greek Comedy 2010-02-01
the companion to the study of greek comedy sets forth
the main resources for the advancing student in three
sections contexts history and elements the volume is a
guide for understanding and interpreting the classic
comedies as well as for navigating the principal
corpora of texts fragments and scholia
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Jews and Theater in an
Intercultural Context
2012-04-03
jewish theater practitioners playwrights critics
financiers and audiences have played an enormous
role in the development of the european and american
theater jews and theater in an intercultural context a
collection of essays by an international cadre of
theater scholars addresses this subject focusing on the
role of jews and jewishness in the theatrical field it
discusses the representation of jews on the american
european and south american stage with a strong
emphasis on twentieth century theater and the
contemporary theatrical scene

An Alternative Path to
Modernity 2021-11-29
the essays in this volume deal with the social and
intellectual history of the western spanish and
portuguese jews who established new communities in
northwestern europe during the seventeenth century
the founders of these communities were mainly former
marranos descendants of those jews who had
converted to christianity in the closing years of the
middle ages after being separated from the jewish
world for many generations they returned to judaism
and became an integral part of the sephardi nation
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amsterdam became the metropolis of this new jewish
diaspora which was characterised by both its
involvement in colonial trade and its intellectual
ferment the reencounter of these jews with judaism
was a complex affair and for many of these former new
christians rabbinic judaism aroused harsh criticism in
order to set the boundaries of their new identity the
leadership of the sephardi communities of amsterdam
hamburg and london adopted a variety of strategies
designed to rein in these wayward spirits this process
of socialisation into the jewish world created a new
type of judaism and those whose jewish life was
framed by this new amalgam can be considered the
precursors of modernity in european jewish society

Jonathan Edwards's Turn from
the Classic-Reformed Tradition
of Freedom of the Will
2016-07-11
philip j fisk offers a critical reappraisal of jonathan
edwards s freedom of will interpreting edwards from
within his own tradition reformed orthodoxy 1550 1750
avoiding the outdated paradigms of the conventional
interpretation of edwards and his tradition a so called
deterministic reconciliationist calvinism and
demonstrating from primary sources such as harvard
and yale commencement theses and quaestiones that
edwards departed ways with reformed orthodoxy s
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robust and highly nuanced view of freedom of will
contingency and necessity

Wealth in the Dead Sea Scrolls
and in the Qumran Community
2018-12-24
this volume is concerned with exploring sectarian
attitudes toward wealth and the economic practices
that gave rise to and issued from those attitudes an
introductory chapter establishes the state of the
question three subsequent chapters focus on major
sectarian texts the damascus document the rule of the
community and 4qinstruction a other sectarian and
non sectarian texts that mention wealth are discussed
in a fifth chapter while archaeological evidence from
the qumran region and contemporary documentary
texts are introduced in chapters seven and eight finally
ancient secondary testimony on essene economic
practices is discussed the book breaks new ground in
arguing for several biblical rationales for the practice
of shared wealth its integration of archaeological and
documentary evidence sheds surprising new light on
the economic organization of the qumran community

Race and Racism in Modern East
Asia 2015-04-21
a sequel to the groundbreaking volume race and
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racism in modern east asia western and eastern
constructions the present volume examines in depth
interactions between western racial constructions of
east asians and local constructions of race and their
outcomes in modern times focusing on china japan and
the two koreas it also analyzes the close ties between
race racism and nationalism as well as the links race
has had with gender and lineage in the region written
by some of the field s leading authorities this insightful
and engaging 23 chapter volume offers a sweeping
overview and analysis of racial constructions and
racism in modern and contemporary east asia that is
unsurpassed in previous scholarship

A Companion to Vittoria Colonna
2016-09-07
a companion to vittoria colonna offers a wide ranging
interdisciplinary vision of this important writer of the
italian renaissance whose influence extended far
beyond her own century

Red Banners, Books and Beer
Mugs: The Mental World of
German Social Democrats,
1863–1914 2020-10-26
the german social democratic party was the world s
first million strong political party this book examines
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key themes around which the party organized its
mainly working class membership with a focus on the
experiences and outlook of rank and file party
members

Legal Education in Asia
2017-11-27
legal education in asia from imitation to innovation is a
curated collection of case studies that critically
examine how conventional transplanted approaches to
legal education are or are on the cusp of being
redesigned across east asia

The Devotion and Promotion of
Stigmatics in Europe, c.
1800–1950 2020-10-12
in the nineteenth century a new type of mystic
emerged in catholic europe while cases of
stigmatisation had been reported since the thirteenth
century this era witnessed the development of the
stigmatic young women who attracted widespread
interest thanks to the appearance of physical stigmata
to understand the popularity of these stigmatics we
need to regard them as the saints and religious
celebrities of their time with their miraculous bodies
they fit contemporary popular ideas if not necessarily
those of the church of what sanctity was as knowledge
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about them spread via modern media and their fame
became marketable they developed into religious
celebrities

Whiggish International Law
2019-03-25
christopher rossi s whiggish international law refreshes
english school and cambridge contextualist concerns
for historical abridgment as jurists and scholars revive
complexities and discussions of international law s
turbulent history in the americas

Submarine Telegraphy and the
Hunt for Gutta Percha
2018-03-20
in submarine telegraphy and the hunt for gutta percha
helen godfrey traces the connections between
submarine telegraphy and the peoples of singapore
and sarawak borneo who supplied gutta percha the
latex used as insulation for the world s undersea
telegraph cables

Christian Origins and the
Establishment of the Early Jesus
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Movement 2018-08-07
this book explores the events people and writings
surrounding the early jesus movement the essays are
divided into four groups the movement s formation
production of its early gospels description of the jesus
movement itself and the jewish mission and its
literature

A Chinese Paradigm of the
Jingtu Famen 2023-07-17
this vigorously researched publication for advanced
graduate students and fellow scholars of the chinese
pure land tradition jingtu famen in the wider context of
chinese buddhism extends the horizon opened up by
recent leading scholars to reconstruct a more insightful
understanding of the jingtu famen and the notion of
zong focusing on previously unstudied writings of
sheng an shixian 省庵實賢 1686 1734 the findings support
the argument that the jingtu famen is an advanced
form of mahāyānist meditation rooted in the
mādhyamika and yogācāra traditions the original
english translation of master shixian s writings
provided also paves the way for other researchers to
conduct new and extended studies
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Global Rupture 2022-12-28
global rupture makes a key intervention in debates on
informal and precarious labour increasing recognition
that informal and precarious labour is an enduring
reality under neo liberal capitalism and the norm
globally rather than the exception has ignited debates
around analytical frames activist strategies and
development interventions this pathbreaking volume
provides a corrective through drawing upon
theoretically informed rich case studies from the world
outside of north america europe and australasia each
contribution converges on the enduring and expanding
significance of informal and precarious work within the
global south the most significant factor in preventing a
worldwide decent work agenda global rupture
neoliberal capitalism and the rise of informal labour in
the global south is now available in paperback for
individual customers

Were We Ever Protestants?
2019-09-23
this anthology discusses different aspects of
protestantism past and present professor tarald
rasmussen has written both on medieval and modern
theologians but his primary interest has remained the
reformation and 16th century church history in stead
of a traditional festschrift honouring the different fields
of research he has contributed to this will be a focused
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anthology treating a specific theme related to
rasmussen s research profile one of professor
rasmussen s most recent publications a little
popularized book in norwegian titled what is
protestantism reveals a central aspect research
interest namely the weberian interest for
protestantism s cultural significance despite difficulties
he finds the concept useful as a weberian idealtypus
enabling research on a phenomenon combining
theological historical and sociological dimensions thus
he employs the protestantism as an integrative
concept to trace the makeup of today s secular
societies this profiled approach is a point of departure
for this anthology discussing important aspects of
historiography in reformation history continuity and
breaks surrounding the reformation contemporary
significance of reformation history research traces of
the reformation in today s society the book relates to
current discussions on protestantism and is relevant to
everyone who want to keep up to date with the latest
research in the field

Contending Global Apartheid
2022-10-04
contending global apartheid transversal solidarities
and politics of possibility offers a collection of critical
essays on human rights movements sanctuary spaces
and the emplacement of antiracist conviviality in cities
across north and south america europe and africa
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Conflicts, Confessions, and
Contracts 2016-09-12
elizabeth hardman uses notarial records from the
1480s to explore the nature of criminal and civil justice
at the bishop s court of carpentras and compare it to
other secular and ecclesiastical courts

Peace, Culture, and Violence
2018-03-06
peace culture and violence is a collection of essays
that examine the forms of violence that permeate
everyday life and explore sources of non violence by
considering topics such as thug culture language
hegemony police violence war terrorism gender and
anti semitism

Global Commodity Chains and
Labor Relations 2021-01-18
this edited volume provides a collection of historical
and contemporary commodity chain studies placing
labor at the centre of their analysis it represents an
important contribution to commodity chain research
but also to the fields of social economic and global
labour history
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The Second Jewish Revolt
2016-04-18
in the second jewish revolt the bar kokhba war 132
136 c e menahem mor offers a detailed account on the
bar kokhba revolt in an attempt to understand the
second revolt against the romans

Johann Michael Wansleben’s
Travels in Turkey, 1673-1676
2023-02-27
johann michael wansleben s travels in turkey 1673
1676 is a hitherto unpublished version of a remarkable
description of istanbul izmir and bursa by the german
scholar traveller wansleben

Keeping the Faith in Exile:
Kuwait-Coptic Orthodox
Diasporic Spirituality
2023-11-13
few churches today can trace their lineage as far back
as the copts their ancient traditions and rituals go back
as far as the very beginnings of christianity for
centuries they have withstood many trials and
martyrdoms but in the twentieth century many copts
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left their homeland and scattered all over the earth
seeking prosperity and security many went to the west
but many others went to the heart of the islamic world
the arabian gulf they took their faith with them into
this new and challenging environment in this context
hybrid forms of spirituality emerged anchored in the
ancient practices but sharpened by contact with
globalisation this migrant spirituality characterises
their stories and touches the heart of what it means to
be a christian sojourner today

Communal Dialects in Baghdad
2024-04-04
haim blanc s communal dialects in baghdad is one of
the most influential works ever written on the on the
linguistic diachrony of vernacular arabic based on
original fieldwork conducted during the years 1957
1962 this book portaits the extensive regional
continuum of modern spoken arabic stretching across
parts of mesopotamia and n syria evinced by the
muslim jewish and christian speech communities in
baghdad typos and other mistakes have been
corrected in this reprint which is accompanied by an
editorial preamble by alexander borg and a foreword
by paul wexler and contains references to the original
page numbers
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A Grammar of Bjokapakha
2020-07-20
a grammar of bjokapakha by selin grollmann
constitutes the first description of bjokapakha an
endangered language spoken in central bhutan
belonging to the tshangla branch of trans himalayan
this grammar comprises a description of the phonology
lexicon nominal morphology predicate structures and
syntax in addition to the descriptive parts this book
encompasses a historical comparative account of
bjokapakha the introductory chapter provides a
comparison with the standard variety of tshangla and
corroborates the internal diversity of the tshangla
branch the present day structure of bjokapakha verbal
morphology is illuminated by means of an internal
reconstruction moreover this book contains a glossary
and a text collection

Out of the Cloister: Scholastic
Exegesis of the Song of Songs,
1100-1250 2016-03-11
in out of the cloister suzanne lavere uncovers a
particular strain of interpretation of the biblical song of
songs in and around 12th and 13th century paris that
champions an active life of preaching and reform for
the secular clergy
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Ritual and Symbolic
Communication in Medieval
Hungary under the Árpád
Dynasty (1000 - 1301)
2016-08-29
in rituals and symbolic communication in medieval
hungary under the Árpád dynasty 1000 1301 dušan
zupka examines rituals as means of symbolic
communication in medieval political culture focusing
on the hungarian kingdom under the rule of the Árpáds

Imaginative Ecologies
2021-12-13
this book explores how imaginative ecologies
expressed in visual cultures and literature promote
environmental awareness through the exercise of the
imagination it proves that literary and artistic creations
can foster empathy inspiring the change needed for a
more sustainable world

Expatriation and Migration: Two
Faces of the Same Coin
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2022-11-21
why are some people free to move around the world
while others are constrained for crossing borders this
book challenges this crucial injustice that creates
inequalities in the face of global issues such as climate
change wars diseases and other local risk factors the
main theme of this collective work is to consider the
representation of human displacement as a moral
barrier between expatriates and migrants with the
former being seen as unproblematic and desirable
while the latter is portrayed as problematic and
undesirable surveys show that this binary
categorization subsists on at least four continents
stigmatizing different categories of people contributors
are julia büchele clio chaveneau milos debnar karine
duplan abdoulaye gueye omar lizarraga and chie sakai

Transylvania in the Second Half
of the Thirteenth Century
2016-03-21
in transylvania in the second half of the thirteenth
century tudor salagean describes the rise of regnum
transilvanum a historical link between the early
medieval regnum erdewel of duke gyula and the early
modern principality of transylvania
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Brill's New Pauly: Jap-Ode 2006
fifteen volumes antiquity 1 15 are devoted to greco
roman antiquity and cover more than two thousand
years of history ranging from the second millennium bc
to early medieval europe five volumes classical
tradition i v are uniquely concerned with the long and
influential aftermath of antiquity and the process of
continuous reinterpretation and revaluation of the
ancient heritage including the history of classical
scholarship

Semantics and Cultural Change
in the British Enlightenment:
New Words and Old 2020-05-18
a study of english semantics during the enlightenment
new words 1650 1800 reflect the new middle class
culture of sociability commerce and science old mostly
obsolete words illuminate the realities of working class
life exhausting labor dirt outrageous sexism magic
horses bizarre food

From Qom to Barcelona
2020-12-07
this volume gives editions of previously unpublished
coptic arabic and judeo arabic documents as well as
historical studies based on documentary evidence
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from achaemenid bactria ancient south arabia and
early islamic fāṭimid and mamlūk egypt

Language and Meter 2018-04-17
in language and meter dieter gunkel and olav
hackstein unite fifteen linguistic studies on a variety of
poetic traditions including the homeric epics the
hieratic hymns of the Ṛgveda the gathas of the avesta
early latin and the sabellic compositions germanic
alliterative verse insular celtic court poetry and
tocharian metrical texts the studies treat a broad
range of topics including the prehistory of the
hexameter the nature of homeric formulae the
structure of vedic verse rhythm in the gathas and the
relationship between germanic and celtic poetic
traditions the volume contributes to our understanding
of the relationship between language and poetic form
and how they change over time

Mutual Perceptions and Images
in Japanese-German Relations,
1860-2010 2017-06-06
this volume examines the mutual images formed
between japan and germany from the mid nineteenth
to early twenty first centuries exploring previously
untapped historical sources the contributions by
seventeen leading scholars create a more nuanced
picture of japanese german relations
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Jesus Research 2014-01-23
this volume explores nearly every facet of jesus
research from eyewitness criteria to the reliability of
memory from archaeology to psychobiography from
oral traditions to literary sources and from narrative
criticism to gospel criticism bringing together a wide
variety of topics and perspectives in one volume this
ambitious collaborative enterprise casts light on
important debates and encourages creative links
between ideas new and old this distinguished
collection of articles by internationally renowned
jewish and christian scholars originates with the
princeton prague symposium on jesus research it
summarizes the significant advances in understanding
jesus that scholars have made in recent years chiefly
through the development of diverse methodologies
even readers who are already knowledgeable in the
field will discover unique angles from well known new
testament scholars and all will be brought up to speed
on the current state of play within jesus studies

Locating Religions 2016-12-12
this collection of articles applies concepts developed in
the wake of the so called spatial turn to the field of
religious studies
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